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Adaptation to seasonal changes in environment is critical to the survival of many organisms. Photoperiodic time measurement by the circadian clock is one of the strategies by which they conserve the phase-relation between behavioral events such as the activity onset and dawn or dusk 1 . A dramatic change induced by photoperiod is in the length of an activity band, the duration of activity in behavioral rhythms.
Nocturnal rodents such as rats and mice exhibit compressed activity bands in long photoperiods and decompressed bands in short photoperiods. A long-standing hypothesis for the photoperiodic time measurement assumes two separate but mutually coupled circadian oscillators which drive the activity onset and end of activity, respectively, and which respond to dawn and dusk differentially. Therefore, their phase-relationship encodes day lengths and changes the length of an activity band 1 .
The circadian clock in mammals is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus; it entrains to the light-dark cycle and determines the phases of overt circadian rhythms in behavior and physiology 2 . Over the last decade, our understanding of the circadian clock in the SCN has advanced tremendously [3] [4] [5] . The SCN consists of a number of oscillating cells in the circadian domain, which are independent but coupled with each other to produce coherent SCN output rhythms [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The intracellular molecular machinery of circadian oscillation consists of interlocked transcriptional and translational auto-feedback loops, in which at least 6 clock genes are involved 3 . Clock and Bmal1 are positive elements of the feedback loop, and Per1, Per2, Cry1 and Cry2 are negative elements.
There is substantial evidence that the SCN contains at least two independent sub-oscillators. Circadian rhythms in two major neuropeptides in the SCN, arginine vasopressin (AVP) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), free-ran in vitro with 5 different periods and showed internal desynchronization 9 . More recently, two distinct peaks of electrophysiological activity in the cultured SCN were observed in the Syrian hamster 10, 11 , and the peaks responded differentially to photoperiods 10 . In addition, circadian rhythms in clock gene expression and their protein products were reported to change in different photoperiods [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Generally, the interval of high Per1 and Per2 expression is extended in long photoperiods, whereas the rhythm amplitudes are increased in short photoperiods. Johnston and his colleagues 18, 19 observed differential phasing of clock gene expression rhythms in the rostral and caudal regions of the hamster SCN, and proposed a model in which the E oscillator is located in the rostral and the M oscillator in the caudal SCN 19 .
Transgenic mice carrying a luciferase reporter gene enable us to search for the E and M oscillators, or even the E and M oscillating cells in the SCN. In the present study, we tried to separate oscillating cell populations which respond differentially to photoperiod using transgenic mice with a Per1-luciferase reporter system. We found oscillating cell groups in the SCN, which were phase-locked separately to the activity onset and end of activity, and whose phase-relations were changed by photoperiod.
Results

Behavioral rhythms in different photoperiods
Photoperiodic responses of spontaneous activity rhythms were examined in the transgenic mice carrying a Per1-luciferase reporter gene (Per1-luc) initially kept in 12h light and 12h darkness (LD12:12) (Fig 1A) . Nocturnal activities of these mice were bimodal, showing the clear activity onset and end of activity in constant darkness (DD)
as well as in LD. In steady state entrainment, the length of activity band, an interval 6 between the activity onset and the end of activity, was decreased (compression) by 5.26 h when the animals were transferred to LD18:6, and increased (decompression) by 1.49h when transferred to LD 6:18 (Table 1, Fig.1B ). The compressed activity band in LD18:6 was decompressed again when released into DD with a transient period of about 2 weeks (Supporting Fig.1 ). The phase angle difference between the activity onset and light-off (ψ onset ) was basically unchanged in LD18:6, but became slightly but significantly more negative (p<0.01) by -0.99h in LD6:18. On the other hand, the phase angle difference between the end of activity and light-on (ψ end ) were significantly changed (p<0.01) in LD18:6 as well as LD 6:18 by -0.96h and by 3.53h , respectively (Fig.1B) .
Per1-luc expression rhythms in the SCN slices
Circadian rhythms in Per1-luc were measured separately in the anterior and posterior SCN slices (Supporting Fig.2A,B) . Robust circadian rhythms in Per1-luc activity were detected in all preparations, except for the anterior SCN in LD18:6, and the circadian peak phases on the first day of culture were located in the subjective day ( Fig. 2A) . The circadian peak on the first cycle in the anterior and posterior SCN were located at local time 13.69±0.98h (mean±SD, n=10) and 11.44±0.68h (n=9) in LD12:12, which shifted to 12.20±0.57h (n=9) and 10.45±1.11h in LD6:18 (n=10), respectively.
In the anterior SCN obtained from mice in LD18:6, the two antiphasic peaks were detected in the first few days of culture, which were located at the rising phase (6.75±0.69h) and falling phase (16.66±0.95h) (n=10) of the posterior peak. The bimodal pattern became evident in the detrended curves (Fig.2B ). The posterior peak was located at 8.02±1.75h (n=8) on the first day. In 9 out of 10 anterior SCN slices from LD18:6, the two peaks merged into a single circadian peak on the course of culture (Fig.2C uppermost) . Distribution of the posterior peaks was significantly wider in LD 18:6 than in LD12:12 and LD6:18 (p<0.01 and P<0.05 , respectively).
The phase relations were examined between the first day peaks and photoperiods as well as behavioral rhythms of mice from which the SCNs were sampled (Fig.3A) . The two peaks in the anterior SCN from LD18:6 were tentatively termed as Per1 and Cry1 have been hypothesized to represent the components of M oscillator, and Per2 and Cry2 the components of E oscillator 28 . The hypothesis is based on differential responses to light in the respective mutant animals 14, 28 . 30 . Alternatively, specific cell communication may enable coherent oscillations of different nature.
In conclusion, the present findings indicate that three distinct cellular oscillations in the SCN change their phases in response to the photoperiod and at least two of them are strongly coupled to the onset and end of activity, separately, in mice.
Methods
Per1-luc transgenic mice
We developed mPer1-luc transgenic mice with a firefly luciferase reporter on a 
Measurement of behavioral rhythms
Male Per1-luc mice of 5~8 week old (n=18) were housed individually in a cage placed in a light-tight chamber. Spontaneous locomotor activity was monitored by thermal sensors 32 . Photoperiod was changed by phase-delaying the light-off and phase-advancing the light-on by 3h each for LD18:6, and by phase-advancing the 
Double-labeling immunohistochemistry.
SCN slices were immunohistochemically labeled using anti-mouse AVP monoclonal antibody (generous gift of Dr.Gainer 34 ) and anti-rabbit VIP polyclonal antibody (Peptide Institute, Osaka, Japan).
Data and statistical analyses
Circadian rhythms in Per1-luc measured by Lumicycle were smoothed by a 5 point moving average method, and the peak phases were calculated after detrending bioluminescent levels using first order regression for each cycle. To analyze circadian rhythms in single cells, individual cells were identified by inspection and the region of interest (ROI) was defined to cover most of the cell bodies. Bioluminescence of a given ROI was expressed with an averaged intensity per pixel by Aquacosmos (HAMAMATSU photonics). The circadian peak of bioluminescent rhythms was defined as the midpoint of two succeeding troughs in each cycle. For the analyses of phase-relation between circadian rhythms in Per1-luc activity and behavioral rhythms, 5 day records of behavioral rhythms immediately before the brain sampling were used.
Statistical significance of differences in parameters among three photoperiods was evaluated with one-way ANOVA and a post-hoc Tukey-Kramer test. 
Table1. Parameters of behavioral rhythms in different photoperiods
Phase angle differences (ψ) were calculated between the activity onset and light-off (ψ onset ) , and between the end of activity and light-on (ψ end ). Paired student's t-test was used for comparing values of two different photoperiods. 
